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Impress your friends and colleagues with your new-found bartending knowledge!

**************************************************** It takes more than a recipe to make a great drink. Just

using the right ingredients doesnt mean your drink will taste like it was meant to. Most of the time its the

way a drink is mixed and served that makes it either an exceptional drink or one that gets dumped into

the nearest flower pot. That is the reason why I have assembled The Bar Master package. With The Bar

Master Bartenders Handbook you will find all the tips and techniques necessary to make your drinks taste

like those of a seasoned professional. Take a look at what is inside The Bar Master Bartenders

Handbook: Chapter 1 - Bartending Basics Basic supplies you will need for a professionally equipped bar

Standard Bar Measures Glass Ware Stocking Your Bar Bar Hints & Tips Density Chart For Liqueurs

Common Bar Terms How to Chill Cocktail Glasses How to Cut Lemon Twists How to Flame a drink How

to Layer a Cocktail A recipe for simple syrup How to Make Sour Mix How to Muddle a Drink Chapter 2-

Your Responsibilities As A Host How to Recognize Signs of Inebriation Dealing with someone who is

drunk With the The Bar Master Bartenders Handbook you will learn the techniques, but The Bar Master

Package wouldnt be complete without a complete database of drink recipes. With many drink programs

you receive just 200-400 different recipes, but we want you to look like a seasoned pro, so you will also

receive The Bar Master Software, a collection of over 2300 of the most popular cocktail recipes. The Bar

Master Software is easy to use, and you can easily and quickly find the cocktail recipe you are looking for

with its keyword search feature or by alphabetical listing. INSTANT DOWNLOAD * ORDER NOW! The

only accepted method of payment for this item is PayPal. Digital delivery will be via a download link after

you make your payment. Fast turnaround on digital delivery is guaranteed after payment is received. If

you have any problems with your download, please let me know and I will be happy to help you out.
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